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With Thanksgiving just a few weeks away we want to take this opportunity to thank you for your faithful
support, prayens and fellowship in the Gospel. Every week we receive letters, cards and notes of
encouragement from so many partners and it blesses our soul. We have a "blessing board" at the Center
where we post many of these notes for our Marines to see. They are always touched and thankful for your
notes of encouragement. Many comment how they are amazed that there are people who they have never
met who pray for them and are so concerned for them.
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October marked our return to full service at the Center,
with the reopening of Tuesday Night Dinner and Bible
Studies. Our Marines and Sailors are so excited to have
the mid-week service back. Another home cooked meal
and more time to fellowship in the Word makes the
week that much better. Attendance is still lower than
this time last year, since COVID restrictions keep
anyone from Camp Johnson attending, and what i can
only describe as "rolling lockdowns" in the shops on
base whenever a positive test comes back. Thankfully,
none of our regular attendees have tested positive. We
look forward to the base opening fully and more Troops
able to attend.

Visitors
Despite the lower numbers, the Lord continues to bless us with visitors, some of which have become regulars.
Over a half dozen visitors came through our doors in October. All were brought by our regular attendees.
Patty had the chance to have some encouraging conversations with a few of the female Marines.
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COVID ourCounseling ministry has seen a cjefinite upttck in a-tivity. ThiS mohth We-liad the
opportunity to help several young Marines through some troubled times. Victories have not been easy, and
many are stillstruggling. God is faithful and the small progress we have seen in their lives has been
encouraging. Please pray for these men and women. They are young and they have been away from home,
family and friends for a very long time.

eamp Johnson
The new Camp Johnson Bible Study is about to take off, we believe. We had our first visitor last week and new
posters for the Study are all over the base. The Command Chaplain has added the study to the chaplains
website and sent out an email blast to all four bases. Please pray we soon see several regular attendees at this
new Bible Study.
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